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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished higher yesterday, led by gains in mining and energy sector stocks. Pets 

at Home Group gained 3.4%, after a top broker upgraded its rating on the stock to ‘Buy’ from 

‘Hold’. IWG added 3.2%, after announcing a deal to sell its Swiss business to J. Safra Group 

and P. Peress Group for £94.0 million. International Consolidated Airlines Group rose 1.0%, 

following an agreement to buy Spanish airline firm Air Europa from transport company 

Globalia Corporacion Empresarial for €1.0 billion. On the contrary, Hiscox dropped 2.4%, 

after it forecasted a jump in claims for the third quarter, due to a series of natural disasters 

across the globe. Pharos Energy declined 2.4%, after a leading broker lowered its target 

price on the stock to 100.0p from 120.0p. The FTSE 100 advanced 0.9%, to close at 7,369.7, 

while the FTSE 250 rose 0.5%, to end at 20,249.7.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed in the green yesterday, as investor sentiment was lifted by reports of 

positive developments in the US-China trade negotiations. Wright Medical Group rallied 

31.9%, after the company agreed to be bought by its rival Stryker, down 3.6%, for $4.0 billion. 

Marvell Technology Group advanced 6.6%, following a rating upgrade on the stock to 

‘Outperform’ from ‘Market Perform’. Berkshire Hathaway rose 1.0%, after its third quarter 

revenue and earnings topped market estimates. On the flipside, Under Armour tanked 18.4%, 

after the athletic gear company lowered its annual revenue outlook and confirmed that it is 

under federal investigation for its accounting practices. McDonald's lost 2.7%, after the 

company fired its Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Steve Easterbrook, for having a relationship 

with an employee. The S&P 500 gained 0.4%, to settle at 3,078.3. The DJIA rose 0.4%, to 

settle at 27,462.1, while the NASDAQ added 0.6%, to close at 8,433.2.  

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished in positive territory yesterday, supported by gains in automobile 

and banking sector stocks. Automakers, Renault, Volkswagen and BMW advanced 0.8%, 

2.6% and 2.7%, respectively. Siemens Healthineers surged 9.6%, after reporting better than 

anticipated revenue and profit for the fourth quarter. Ryanair Holdings jumped 8.5%. The Irish 

airline company lowered its annual profit outlook and warned of further delay to its Boeing 

737 Max deliveries. Deutsche Bank added 4.2%, after announcing the appointment of 

Claudio de Sanctis as the global head of its wealth management business. Cie de Saint-

Gobain gained 2.0%, after the company agreed to sell its French polystyrene business to 

HIRSCH Servo and BEWiSynbra. The FTSEurofirst 300 index gained 1.0%, to settle at 

1,581.9. The German DAX Xetra rose 1.4%, to settle at 13,136.3, while the French CAC-40 

added 1.1%, to close at 5,824.3.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading higher this morning. In Japan, NTN, Tokuyama and Ricoh have 

climbed 6.9%, 7.7% and 8.9%, respectively. Meanwhile, Sumitomo, Konami Holdings and 

Konica Minolta have declined 2.0%, 8.0% and 10.7%, respectively. In Hong Kong, AAC 

Technologies, Sunny Optical Technology Group and China Overseas Land & Investment 

have advanced 2.3%, 2.6% and 3.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, CLP Holdings, CSPC 

Pharmaceutical Group and CK Asset Holdings have lost 1.0%, 1.2% and 1.6%, respectively. 

In South Korea, Amorepacific, LG Uplus and LG Display have added 2.6%, 2.7% and 3.6%, 

respectively. Meanwhile, KT, NAVER and E-MART have fallen 0.2%, 0.9% and 2.9%, 

respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 2.0% higher at 23,315.4. The Hang Seng index 

is trading 0.5% up at 27,694.5, while the Kospi index is trading 0.3% higher at 2,137.5. 
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

Associated British Foods Plc Final GBP 1.36                          15,796.41                                

Imperial Brands Plc Final GBP 2.76                          8,983.85                                  

	Weir Group Plc Q3 GBP 0.92                          2,776.33                                  

Gran Tierra Energy Inc Interim USD 0.23                          616.67                                     

Trainline Plc Interim GBP 0.08                          260.60                                     

First Derivatives Plc Interim GBP 0.87                          241.75                                     

UP Global Sourcing Holdings Plc Final GBP 0.08                          123.00                                     

Castleton Technology Plc Interim GBP 0.06                          24.30                                        

Warehouse Reit Plc Interim GBP - 23.10                                        

MXC Capital Interim GBP - -

Verona Pharma Plc Q3 GBP (0.31)                        -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading marginally higher at $62.13 per barrel, ahead of the 

American Petroleum Institute’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 0.71% 

or $0.44, to settle at $62.13 per barrel, amid rising optimism surrounding the trade deal between the US and China. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.21% or $3.10 lower at $1508.00 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract declined 

0.02% or $0.30, to settle at $1511.10 per ounce, as strength in the US Dollar drifted investors away from the safe-haven commodity. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 0.48% lower against the 

USD at $9397.91. Yesterday, BTC advanced 2.5% against 

the USD to close at $9443.36. In major news, 

cryptocurrency exchange, Huobi Global, announced that it 

would freeze all US user accounts from 13 November 2019, 

as a compliance step to conform to the US laws and 

regulations. In a key development, cryptocurrency 

exchange, Bittrex has been sued by a SIM-swap hack 

victim and angel investor, Gregg Bennett, for allegedly 

allowing the theft of nearly $1.0 million in Bitcoin. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading marginally lower against the USD at $1.1124. Investors await the US trade balance and 

JOLTs job openings data, both for September, along with US ISM non-manufacturing PMI data for October, slated to be released 

later today. Yesterday, the EUR weakened 0.34% versus the USD, to close at $1.1128. On the data front, the Euro-zone 

manufacturing PMI advanced in October, while the region’s investor confidence index rose more than expected in November. In 

other economic news, the US factory orders fell more than expected in September. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally lower against the USD at $1.2880, ahead of the UK’s services PMI data for 

September, scheduled in a few hours. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.48% versus the USD, to close at $1.2884. On the data 

front, the UK construction PMI rose in October. 
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 

Partners  

with 

Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK construction PMI climbed in October 

In the UK, the construction PMI recorded a rise to a level of 44.20 in October, compared to a reading of 43.30 in the prior month. 

Euro-zone manufacturing PMI climbed in October 

In the Euro-zone the final manufacturing PMI rose to a level of 45.90 in October, compared to a reading of 45.70 in the prior month. 

German manufacturing PMI advanced in October 

In Germany, the final manufacturing PMI recorded a rise to a level of 42.10 in October, following a reading of 41.70 in the prior month.  

US factory orders dropped more than expected in September 

In the US, factory orders fell 0.60% on a MoM basis in September, compared to a fall of 0.10% in the previous month. Markets were 

anticipating factory orders to ease 0.30%. 

RBA keeps key interest rates unchanged 

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), in its November monetary meeting, kept its interest rate unchanged at 0.75%, as widely expected. 

The RBA Governor, Philip Lowe, stated that the board will continue to monitor developments, including in the labour market and is prepared 

to ease monetary policy, further if needed to support sustainable growth, full employment and the achievement of the inflation target over 

time. 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Oil Equipment & Services 8053.33 496.24 6.6% 3.8% -41.1%

Mining 18732.21 529.36 2.9% 7.9% 7.2%

Forestry & Paper 18845.05 450.30 2.4% 10.1% -9.3%

Oil & Gas Producers 8511.16 198.34 2.4% 0.9% -4.6%

General Industrials 6130.85 139.72 2.3% 9.7% 4.4%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Travel & Leisure 9916.52 -105.94 -1.1% 2.2% 6.3%

Beverages 24782.78 -172.84 -0.7% -5.0% 17.6%

Electricity 7558.31 -47.17 -0.6% 2.9% 6.8%

Household Goods 16270.83 -99.44 -0.6% 0.2% -0.9%

Gas, Water & Multiutilities 4964.84 -11.26 -0.2% 4.5% 1.4%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Shop Direct ‘on verge of rescue deal’: 

Advisers to the billionaire Barclay family 

have insisted that the tycoons are only days 

away from agreeing a crucial £150 million of 

financing needed to fill a funding hole at 

their Shop Direct online retail business. 

Andrea Leadsom lacked interest in 

Thomas Cook, allege MPs: MPs have 

accused Andrea Leadsom of showing a 

“lack of interest” in the run-up to Thomas 

Cook’s collapse, while also failing to make 

progress on reforms to the audit profession, 

executive pay and corporate governance. 

Wealth advisory firm signs ex-boss of 

Tesco Bank Benny Higgins: The former 

Boss of Tesco Bank has been appointed 

Chairman of AAB Wealth, the financial 

advisory firm. 

£2.3 billion starter home plan fails to 

build single home: A programme to build 

60,000 discounted starter homes for first-

time buyers has not delivered a single one, 

four years after it was launched with a £2.3 

billion commitment. 

Storms blow hole in Hiscox finances: 

Damage caused by three storms that hit the 

United States, the Caribbean and Japan 

during the past three months has forced 

Hiscox to set aside $165 million to cover 

probable insurance claims. 

Shares in frackers shaken by U.K. ban: 

Shares in fracking companies dived after 

the government banned the oil and gas 

extraction technique. 

Antofagasta counting the cost of 

instability in Chile: The impact of civil 

unrest in Chile on Antofagasta’s mining 

operations in the country was writ large on 

its annual production guidance, as the 

copper miner admitted that the turmoil was 

having a bigger effect than it had expected. 

Blackrock World Mining Trust investors 

need to be on their mettle: The mining 

industry tends to be highly susceptible to 

the shifting patterns of macroeconomics, 

changes in global trade and, in particular, 

fluctuations in the prices of commodities. It’s 

no surprise, then, that the share prices of 

the world’s miners have been squeezed 

from time to time by the arm-wrestling over 

trade between America and China. Their tit-

for-tat tariffs pose a clear threat of higher 

costs to mining companies as they send 

their products to these two vast, key 

markets. 

The Independent 

Brexit has cost small businesses an 

average of £1 million each in lost 

revenue since referendum, survey 

suggests: Uncertainty over Brexit has cost 

smaller firms over £1 million each in lost 

revenue and turnover in the past three 

years, a new poll suggests. 

Disabled workers ‘paid £3,000 less per 

year than other employees’: Disabled 

workers are paid 15% less than other 

employees, a gap of around £3,000 a year, 

a new study suggests. 

Saudi Aramco IPO: World's most 

valuable company to be listed on stock 

market for $1.5 trillion: The world’s most 

profitable company is set to list on the stock 

market for the first time in what is likely to 

be the largest ever initial public offering 

(IPO). 

McDonald’s fires Chief Executive over 

relationship with worker: The British Chief 

Executive Officer of McDonald’s has left the 

fast food giant after having a consensual 

relationship with an employee. 

Financial Times 

Occidental to cut capital spending to pay 

down debt: Occidental Petroleum plans to 

slash capital spending — including by half in 

the U.S. shale heartland of the Permian 

Basin — as it pays down debt amassed in 

its blockbuster acquisition of Anadarko 

Petroleum. 

To Read More Click Here 

Adnoc targets regional benchmark for 

Murban oil: Abu Dhabi is preparing to 

shake up the way its oil is traded, creating a 

new benchmark to rival the likes of Brent 

and WTI as part of a modernisation drive at 

Adnoc, the national producer. 

To Read More Click Here 

Freeport turns to AI to raise copper 

output by 90,000 tonnes: Freeport-

McMoran, one of the world’s biggest copper 

producers, is targeting a 90,000-tonne 

increase in annual output from the 

introduction of machine learning technology 

at its mines. 

To Read More Click Here 

Fracking companies’ shares slide 

following U.K. government halt: The 

biggest shareholder in Cuadrilla has said it 

will continue to provide its “full support” to 

the British fracking company even though 

the U.K. government has imposed 

a moratorium on the controversial shale gas 

extraction technique. 

To Read More Click Here 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Avoid” Blackrock World Mining Trust; “Buy” AA. 

• The Daily Telegraph: Ryanair will ask the competition authorities to force British Airways owner IAG to make divestments as part of its 

€1 billion purchase of Air Europa. 

• The Times: Advisers to the billionaire Barclay family have insisted that the tycoons are close to finding a crucial £150 million funding for 

their Shop Direct online retail business. 

• Financial Times: The potential $2 billion listing of Hyundai’s credit card unit looks set to slip towards 2021 as the South Korean group 

tries to boost its value. 

• Financial Times: Banco Santander has acquired a majority stake in British fintech Ebury for £350 million. 

Click here to open an account 
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U.K. audit shake-up spurs bonanza for 

non-Big Four firms: Changes designed to 

shake up U.K. auditing after accounting 

scandals are driving an increasing number 

of large listed companies to approach firms 

outside the Big Four. 

To Read More Click Here 

Wall St banks give Saudi Aramco vast 

valuation range: Saudi Aramco has been 

given a valuation range spanning hundreds 

of billions of dollars, according to research 

from two Wall Street banks that underlines 

the dilemma facing lenders working on what 

is expected to be the world’s largest initial 

public offering. 

To Read More Click Here 

Santander buys majority stake in fintech 

Ebury for £350 million: Banco Santander 

has bought a majority stake in British fintech 

Ebury for £350 million, as Spain’s biggest 

bank seeks to win more business from small 

companies that trade internationally. 

To Read More Click Here 

Regulators press Deutsche boss to drop 

dual roles: Regulators have pressed 

Deutsche Bank’s Christian Sewing to give 

up his dual role as Chief Executive and 

investment bank head because of fears his 

twin responsibilities could undermine the 

group’s radical restructuring. 

To Read More Click Here 

LeapFrog founder makes fresh push into 

impact market: The co-founder of one of 

the first private equity groups to specialise 

in impact investment has launched a new 

venture in the sector which has become one 

of the hottest areas of asset management. 

To Read More Click Here 

RBS struggles to meet deadline to 

offload 120,000 customers: Royal Bank of 

Scotland is months behind schedule in 

satisfying a scheme designed by regulators 

to reduce its dominance of business 

banking, as the U.K. lender’s customers 

continue to ignore incentives to move to 

rivals. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. medical device maker Stryker to buy 

Wright Medical: U.S. medical device maker 

Stryker will buy smaller rival Wright Medical 

in a deal worth $5.4 billion including debt as 

it seeks to boost its exposure to the fast-

growing orthopaedics market.  

To Read More Click Here 

ArcelorMittal’s Ilva plant at risk after 

immunity removed: The future of Europe’s 

biggest steelworks and thousands of jobs 

have been plunged into doubt after the 

Italian plant’s operator said it would pull out 

because of a decision to end criminal 

immunity for environmental breaches. 

To Read More Click Here 

German car executives seek electric-

vehicle backing: German motor executives 

have called on the government to take 

“urgent steps” to increase demand for 

electric vehicles as the production of 

Volkswagen’s first mass-market battery-

powered car began on Monday. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ryanair warns risk ‘rising’ of more 737 

Max delays: Ryanair has said the risk of 

more delays to the delivery of new Boeing 

737 Max aircraft was rising, warning that it 

might not receive any of the new aircraft it 

hopes to deploy before the peak summer 

season next year. 

To Read More Click Here 

MPs berate ‘audit automatons’ over 

Thomas Cook collapse: The parliamentary 

committee examining the collapse of 

Thomas Cook has described a “catalogue of 

failures and misjudgments” in the 

relationship between the travel group and its 

auditors, while criticising the government for 

not reforming the profession. 

To Read More Click Here 

Shake Shack shares tumble after cutting 

same store sales forecast: Shake Shack 

was facing the possibility of one of its 

largest one-day drops on record, as shares 

fell more than 15% in after-hours trade 

following a sales outlook that fell short of 

Wall Street forecasts. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. specialty coffee trader acquires 

failed U.K. sustainability coffee pioneer: 

U.S. speciality coffee trader Sustainable 

Harvest has acquired the contracts and 

trading team of Twin Trading, the U.K.-

based nonprofit coffee trader that ceased 

operations last month. 

To Read More Click Here 

McDonald’s HR boss to leave along with 

Chief: The head of human resources at 

McDonald’s became the second senior 

executive to leave the company, one day 

after the fast-food chain fired Chief 

Executive Steve Easterbrook over a 

relationship with an employee that breached 

company policies. 

To Read More Click Here 

Under Armour knocked by accounting 

probe and outlook cut: Under Armour 

shares fell sharply after the athletic wear 

maker said federal regulators were probing 

its accounting practices and lowered its full-

year outlook. 

To Read More Click Here 

Tibet Water leaks two-thirds of value in 

Hong Kong trading: Tibet Water, a 

supplier of luxury bottled water, saw its 

Hong Kong-listed shares drop by two-thirds, 

rivalling some of the most dramatic recent 

sell-offs in a segment of the stock market 

where shares are often pledged as 

collateral for loans. 

To Read More Click Here 

Mothercare to put U.K. unit in 

administration: Mothercare, the struggling 

retailer of baby products, is set to appoint 

administrators to its U.K. business putting 

more than 2,000 jobs at risk. 

To Read More Click Here 

Uber shares dip as losses grow on new 

ventures: Uber shares fell as much as 6% 

in after-hours trading after the ride-hailing 

giant beat revenue estimates but still posted 

another big loss, raising worries about its 

path to sustainable profits. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ex-Google Chief warns of need for AI co-

operation with China: Eric Schmidt, the 

former Google Chief Executive who chairs 

the National Security Commission on 

Artificial Intelligence, says the U.S. will hurt 

its own innovation by barring co-operation 

with Chinese researchers in the artificial 

intelligence field, in a warning that came as 

some Trump administration officials push to 

decouple technology from China. 

To Read More Click Here 
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SoftBank imposes new standards on 

start-up founders: SoftBank is tightening 

governance at companies it backs as the 

Japanese conglomerate and its $97 billion 

investment powerhouse try to limit the 

outsized control of start-up founders and 

restore confidence in their bets following the 

near collapse of WeWork. 

To Read More Click Here 

Infosys says no evidence for 

whistleblower complaints: Infosys said it 

has received no preliminary evidence to 

support allegations levelled against it by 

anonymous whistleblowers last month, 

pushing back on suggestions it was obliged 

to report the accusations sooner and 

prompting a rally in the Indian outsourcing 

group’s share price. 

To Read More Click Here 

British Airways group to buy Air Europa 

for €1 billion: International Airlines Group, 

the parent company of British Airways and 

Spain’s Iberia, has agreed to buy Air Europa 

for €1 billion, as it seeks to open up the 

South American transatlantic market and 

turn Madrid into Europe’s next hub airport. 

To Read More Click Here 

Quarter of Qantas crew say they were 

harassed in past year: A quarter of cabin 

crew working at Qantas Airways were 

sexually harassed by a colleague over the 

past 12 months but only 3% reported it to 

the airline, according to a group-wide audit.  

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Big Four accountants: catch of the day: 

Top-ranked mid-tier firms will be the 

beneficiaries of a seismic shift. 

To Read More Click Here 

McDonald’s: CEO takeout: Steve 

Easterbrook’s abrupt departure is causing 

some heartburn among investors. 

To Read More Click Here 

Deutsche Bank: dual and unusual: A long

-standing twin role puts too much strain on 

any individual. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

KPMG’s Project Zebra to make wounded 

beast stronger: To City ears the bray of a 

zebra sounds like a car alarm. So, too, does 

Project Zebra, KPMG’s profit-improving 

exercise. The beancounting partnership is 

taking back staff mobile phones, moving 

marketing staff to the ’burbs and excising a 

third of personal assistants from its payroll. 

It is also thinking of shutting its posh Mayfair 

club. And, now, it plans to axe a tenth of its 

partners this year, reducing the count from 

about 635 to 570. Chairman Bill Michael 

warns about taking a harsher stance on 

performance. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Facebook stamps its new logo on 

WhatsApp and Instagram as it draws 

'family of apps' ever closer: Facebook 

has redesigned its corporate logo and 

branding in order to distinguish itself from its 

famous blue-hued main product. 

Oldest tax avoidance case back in court 

against Juke Box King who once 

managed Tom Jones: A £30 million tax 

avoidance lawsuit that is the oldest case on 

the books of Her Majesty’s Revenue and 

Customs has returned to court with 

allegations that the taxman lost or 

deliberately destroyed key documents. 

Google's purchase of Fitbit raises 

questions about more than just our 

health data: Five years ago, when Google 

paid $3.2 billion (£2.5 billion) for the smart 

home company Nest, it felt no obligation to 

make any sort of pledge about what it might 

do with people’s data.  

Builders 'in a ditch' as Brexit uncertainty 

freezes new projects: Struggling 

builders have reported the worst run of new 

orders for more than six years, with experts 

warning the industry is in a "ditch".  

Draper Esprit Boss switches to Chief 

Investment Officer – but keeps his 

salary: Draper Esprit risks a backlash from 

shareholders after Chief Executive Simon 

Cook moved from the top post to 

become Chief Investment Officer without 

a cut to his salary.  

Goldman bankers due bumper payday as 

it rakes in £260 million fees bonanza: 

Goldman Sachs rainmakers Anthony 

Gutman, Francois-Xavier de Mallmann and 

Mark Sorrell are set for bumper 

paydays after the bank raked in $335 million 

(£260 million) of fees from U.K. deals. 

Daily Mail 

Takeaway.com moves the goalposts on 

attempted Just Eat deal as it tries to fend 

off rival suitor Prosus: In the latest 

chapter of a battle for Just Eat, 

Takeaway.com said that the offer will now 

be approved if 75% of Just Eat 

shareholders vote in favour. 

Ryanair rakes in £1 billion profit in six 

months but still sticks to job cuts plan as 

it continues to deal with Boeing 737 Max 

scandal: The company said it will be forced 

to 'cut or close a number of loss-making 

bases this winter' due to the delays, 

affecting pilots and cabin crews. 

British Airways and Iberia owner IAG 

buys Spanish rival Air Europa for £860 
million as airline sector consolidation 

continues: IAG said it is looking to turn 

Madrid airport in a 'true rival' to the four 

major European airports of Amsterdam, 

Frankfurt, Heathrow and Paris Charles De 

Gaulle. 

Augmentum Fintech fund offers retail 

investors entry into U.K.'s technology 

hotspot: Choices are limited when it comes 

to backing fintech in the public market, 

according to Tim Levene, the co-Founder 

and adviser of investment trust Augmentum 

Fintech. 

The Scottish Herald 

Woodford fund takes £45 million hit from 

Brad Pitt-backed firm: The fund formerly 

run by under-fire manager Neil Woodford 

has slashed the value of its stake in a Brad 

Pitt-backed nuclear energy company. 

Energy consultancy Boxfish set for 

expansion push: It has its sights set on a 

new base in Glasgow, expansion across the 

U.K. and doubling the head count. 

The Scotsman 

Glasgow insurer Blackford grows 

operation in Scottish capital: A fledgling 

Glasgow insurance business has outlined 

further expansion including a bigger office in 

Edinburgh. 

3D scanning firm Viewport3 lands North 

Sea deals worth £100,000: An Aberdeen 

subsea 3D scanning specialist has landed 
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£100,000 of new business which will see it 

break into the decommissioning market. 

Tunnock's unwraps purple teacakes to 

raise awareness of pancreatic cancer: 

Tunnock’s teacakes are turning purple to 

raise awareness of pancreatic cancer. 

University of Strathclyde to teach 

‘pioneering’ fintech degree in Bahrain: 

The University of Strathclyde has launched 

a financial technology master’s course in 

Bahrain, believed to be the first programme 

of its kind in the region. 

Amazon taking huge site next to 

Queensferry Crossing: Internet giant 

Amazon has agreed a lease on four acres 

of land in Fife for use as a lorry park. 

Anderson Strathern backing Edinburgh 

tech outfit Amiqus: Scottish law firm 

Anderson Strathern has invested in 

Edinburgh-based legal tech partnership 

Amiqus. 

Scottish research hub awarded £3.5 
million to pioneer in radiotherapy: A 

Glasgow research hub has been awarded 

£3.5 million to pioneer new radiotherapy 

techniques. 

Kleinwort Hambros names new Director 

of private banking in Edinburgh office: 

Kleinwort Hambros has announced the 

appointment of Richard Lockhart as Director 

of private banking in its Edinburgh office – 

which is marking its tenth anniversary. 

Scottish care provider launches bid to 

boost recruitment into sector: A Hamilton

-based care provider has launched a major 

campaign to boost recruitment into the 

sector, saying it comes amid a “perfect 

storm” of staff shortages and the potential 

impact of Brexit. 

Corum Property gives first woman keys 

to boardroom: Estate agency Corum 

Property has promoted Sally Cormack as 

head of sales process and associate 

partner, making her the first woman to hold 

a position at that level. 

Scotland's Wee Book Company to make 

it big in U.S. debut: Scottish publishing 

house The Wee Book Company is on target 

to hit 50,000 book sales in its inaugural year 

of trading, as it gears up to ship its first 

export to the U.S. 

CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
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